Doshisha EU Campus at the University of Tübingen

Research Cooperation with Dōshisha University in Kyoto

Faculty Exchange Program

On 24 October 2018 the President of Dōshisha University, Professor Takashi Matsuoka, and the President of the University of Tübingen, Professor Bernd Engler, signed a Faculty Exchange Agreement between Dōshisha University in Kyoto and the University of Tübingen. The Agreement comprises long-term and short-term research stays on both sides.

From Dōshisha University, short-term stays are planned with duration of up to 3 months and long-term stays up to 12 months. From University of Tübingen, short-term stays are planned with duration of up to 3 months and long-term stays up to 6 months. Long-term stays of researchers from the University of Tübingen should take place during their sabbatical. Compensation of teaching load in Tübingen during the time of absence should be guaranteed.

The hosting University covers the accommodation costs for the researchers in Tübingen or Kyoto, the sending University covers the international flight- and transfer costs from Tübingen to Kyoto or vice-versa. At short-term stays also costs per diem will be reimbursed.

Every year 1 researcher for a short-term stay and 1 researcher for a long-term stay from each University will be funded; in case of a long-term stay of up to 6 months, Dōshisha University will eventually send two researchers to Tübingen.

Applications for the Faculty Exchange Program with Dōshisha University can be submitted at any time.

Requirements:

- Name of applicant with Institute/Faculty of the University of Tübingen
- CV with publication list
- Active collaboration with Doshisha University – name of cooperation partner/s and Institute/Center at Doshisha
- Research Plan: research area, joint research project or project planning (2-3 pages)
- Guarantee of compensation of teaching load in Tübingen during the time of absence (confirmation by the Dean)
- Postdoctoral candidates need a support letter by the head of her/his Institute or Department
Website Link:


Contact in Tübingen:

**Dr. Karin Moser v. Filseck**  
Division II Research  
1.2 International Research Cooperation  
University of Tübingen  
Keplerstr. 2 (R. 312) – D-72074 Tübingen  
Phone +49/ (0)7071/29-77353  
[karin.moser-von-filseck@uni-tuebingen.de](mailto:karin.moser-von-filseck@uni-tuebingen.de)